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Executive Summary

Title: ARMY-MARINE CORPS LOGISTICS INTEGRATION: IS CURRENT DOCTRINE, TRAINING AND EDUCATION SUFFICIENT TO DEVELOP JOINT LOGISTICIANS?

Author: Major Karin R. Fitzgerald, United States Marine Corps

Thesis: A significant gap in the doctrine, publications, training and educational opportunities for Marine Corps logisticians impedes their ability to operate effectively in the joint logistics environment. Service and joint publications must be created to provide the tactics, techniques, and procedures for joint logistics, improved training and education opportunities to provide joint logistics knowledge and concepts, as well as an institutional focus and support for the professional development of joint logisticians.

Discussion: It is impossible to conduct operational or theater level logistics without integrating with army processes. One of the most difficult tenants of joint logistics from JP 4-0 Logistics, is the ability to achieve unity of effort amongst multiple services with internal responsibilities for logistics, service specific logistics systems, as well as an interdependence for resources. Marine logistics doctrine covers the concept of joint logistics with regard to Marine Corps operations; however it fails to provide it the attention necessary in the current interdependent joint logistics environment. Marine Corps, Army, and Joint doctrine support the integrated, joint, interdependent concept for logistics support, but more proscriptive processes and procedures are currently absent. The techniques, tactics, and procedures developed by logistics units during the last seven years of operating in the joint logistics environment need to be codified into a workable reference and then into additional training and education. There are numerous logistics training and educational opportunities available, but without an institutionalized focus on developing capable joint logistics personnel, the right training and education is not provided to the right people at the right time. Not only is there a gap between the skills required of a Marine Logistician and available joint training and education, but the gap is exacerbated by a lack of focus and prioritization by the institution.

Conclusion: Services must create service and joint publications to provide the tactics, techniques, and procedures for joint logistics, improve training and education opportunities to provide joint logistics knowledge and concepts, as well as an institutional focus and support for the professional development of joint logisticians. The combination of doctrine, reference manuals, and TTPs should provide the framework to develop the training and education necessary to create effective joint logisticians. Existing Marine Corps courses should inculcate joint logistics training and education as well as developing new courses to a broader audience. Most importantly, the institution should place an emphasis on the professional development of not just a Marine logistician, but a joint logistician.
Introduction

“The emerging security environment generates hard requirements for lighter and leaner forces, capable of being effectively sustained over a greater distance. Our efforts to modernize logistics must focus on a markedly improved ability to sense what is needed and respond accordingly. To that end, an integrated and secure logistics operational architecture that identifies the people, processes, and capabilities required to support deployed MAGTFs is fundamental to logistics modernization.”

-Marine Corps Vision & Strategy 2025

The Marine Corps Vision and Strategy 2025 depicts an operating environment characterized by small independent units operating across the spectrum of conflict. This scenario also describes previous Marine Corps operations in Iraq and current operations in Afghanistan. This environment requires Marine Corps logisticians capable of conducting distributed and sustained logistics in a joint and interagency environment. The Army and Marine Corps are logistically tied together as elements of the Land Component, but also at sea with the development of sea-based over the horizon logistics. In a presentation to the Marine Corps Advanced Logistics Officer Course, LtCol Kris O’Brien from the J4, discussed the progression of joint logistics from deconfliction, to coordination, to jointness, to interdependency, and how our current state of interdependency requires us to understand joint logistics.¹ A true joint logistician must be developed through training, education, experience, and must be supported by service and joint publications that define relationships, responsibilities, and procedures. A significant gap in the doctrine, publications, training, and educational opportunities for Marine Corps logisticians impedes their ability to operate effectively in the joint logistics environment. Services must create service and joint publications to provide the tactics, techniques, and procedures for joint logistics, improve training and education opportunities to provide joint logistics knowledge and concepts, as well as an institutional focus and support for the professional development of joint logisticians.
Logistics Lessons Learned

"The MEF MLG SMU was used extensively in support of the BCT. This MEF GS supply activity maintained 20,000 lines of multiclass supplies. Although the SMU and the FSB were located on the same FOB, their respective service provided management information systems did not communicate with each other...For example, if a unit had a class IX requisition and the part was sitting at another tactical SSA in Iraq, the part would still be shipped from CONUS...In order to get a part from another tactical SSA in Iraq, the maintenance officer would have to personally contact the SSA chief who stocked the part and arrange a gentlemen’s agreement."²

-Maj Mike D. Pike, PAANG, Operations Officer 228th FSB (OIF 05-07)

Examples of interservice support are everywhere in OIF and OEF lessons learned. In Iraq in the summer of 2009, the 507th Corps Support Group supported Multi-national Force West (MNF-W) which included both Army and Marine units.³ The 507th CSG and 2nd Marine Logistics Group Forward (2D MLG FWD) were responsible for providing both direct and indirect support to MNF-W units.⁴ Marine Logistics Battalion 4 (CLB-4) worked with the 787th CSSB to provide support to the Marine Regimental Combat teams operating in their area, including direct support to RCT 1 and Camp Hit.⁵

Operations in Afghanistan and previously in Iraq have stretched the logistical capabilities of all services. Logisticians on the ground have adapted to larger distances and faster moving combat units, while combating a dysfunctional intratheater joint logistics system. One of the greatest problems with joint logistics is associated with Command and Control (C2).⁶ Service specific logistics systems that cannot communicate and the bureaucracy resulting from separate logistics structures, organizations, and systems inhibit command and control. Currently, “each service component commander is responsible for providing his own logistics structure to support his forces.” The separate service logistics structures are not interoperable. Informal deals and personality facilitate logistics transactions when there is not a definitive process. Without procedures that enhance interservice support and intertheater distribution, joint logistics will continue to be unwieldy, unresponsive, and inefficient. All services have a vested interest in how
the Army conducts logistics in a joint environment because the Army has the structure, equipment, and knowledge to do ground logistics from the tactical to theater level. "The Army logistics community must establish innovative training and doctrine that incorporates lessons learned while providing support in joint environments."7 Logistics integration with the Army is the biggest step to integrating in a joint logistics environment.

**Marine Corps Logistics Doctrine**

Most Marine Corps logistics doctrine and publications devote a paragraph or two to joint logistics and integration with varying specificity. Marine Corps doctrine consists of Marine Corps Doctrinal Publications (MCDPs) supported by Marine Corps Warfighting Publications (MCWPs), Marine Corps Reference Publications (MCRPs), and Marine Corps Interim Publications (MCIPs).8 MCDPs are capstone publications of fundamental and enduring guidance for warfighting.9 MCWPs, MCRPs, and MCIPs support MCDPs and increase in detail and specificity accordingly. MCIPs "rapidly disseminate new TTPs, based on finding from lessons learned, training and experimentation."10 MCIP content will be validated and added to MCWPs or MCRPs after two years or expire. These doctrinal publications provide concepts and guidance for approaching Marine Corps operations. Marine Corps publications such as orders, instructions, directives, or technical manuals provide even more proscriptive methods.

The senior doctrinal logistics publication for the Marine Corps is MCDP 4 *Logistics*. It provides logistics theory and considerations for effective logistics with regard to maneuver warfare focusing only on Marine logistics.11 This publication provides the Marine logistician the theory of logistics within the context of the Marine Corps warfighting philosophy. In this publication, Marine logistics is discussed with regard to supporting the principles of maneuver by being flexible, adaptable, and responsive. MCDP 1-0 closely follows MCDP 4. MCDP 1-0
Marine Corps Operations is intended to provide a transition from the Marine Corps warfighting philosophy to Marine Corps operations. MCDP 1-0 has a chapter on logistics that describes the three levels of logistics, the six functions, C2, and logistics support for operational, strategic, MAGTF and joint logistics. This publication devotes a mere two pages to joint and multinational logistics operations and mainly provides recommendations for planning, liaison officers, and support agreements in general terms without naming the Army as a logistical support provider beyond MAGTF organic capabilities.

According to doctrine, the Marine Corps operates as a Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) with organic logistics capabilities. MAGTFs can vary in size, but most are self-sustaining for 30-60 days while external support and resupply lines are prepared. Joint logistics is the external support and resupply channels that support the MAGTF beyond its organic logistics capabilities. The Marine Corps Warfighting Publication 4-11 (MCWP 4-11) Tactical Logistics outlines the responsibilities of the different command level Marine logistics staffs for logistics integration and coordination with other services. According to the MCWP 4-11,

When conducting sustained operations ashore, Marine forces are usually part of a joint or combined force, and the COMMARFOR is subordinate to the JFC. The COMMARFOR must be capable of coordinating combat, combat support, and CSS activity with adjacent units from other Services and allied nations as well as exercising operational control over assigned forces.

Additionally, in a Joint Task Force, the Marine Force (MARFOR) is responsible for coordinating logistics support with joint forces, other services, and nation agencies. The Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) has the responsibility, “of integrating organic logistics operations with logistics support from external commands or agencies.” Both MCWPs speak to inter-service support agreements, common user logistics, and lead service/executive agents as methods for logistics support beyond organic service capabilities. Neither document discusses which Marine
logistics entity establishes, supervises, or promulgates these logistics arrangements. MCWP 4-12 Operational-Level Logistics is a detailed guide directed towards higher-level staff action required to plan and conduct logistics at the operational level. This publication still provides a good understanding of the operational level planning considerations and theater-level logistics organizations to benefit even a junior logistician.\(^{17}\) MCWP 4-12 provides a slightly more in depth description of logistics organizations for all services, joint logistics responsibilities, and C2 relationships, but falls short any specificity concerning procedures to establish joint or integrated logistics agreements or processes.

Marine Corps Reference Publication (MCWP) 3-36 (also FM 3-31.1) Army and Marine Corps Integration in Joint Operations includes a chapter on administration and logistics. This publication outlines the authority and responsibilities for supporting joint forces, describes notional logistics organizations for the Army and the Marine Corps, defines the six functions of logistics (supply, maintenance, transportation, general engineering, health services, and other services), and discusses integrated logistics operations.\(^{18}\) The portion on integrated logistics operations provides useful C2 diagrams and describes the flow of support by logistics function, but concludes emerging joint doctrine and joint TTPs would provide the specific tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs). While the most promising (if out dated) publication concerning Marine Corps Logistics integration, this publication was cancelled and not replaced.

Marine logistics doctrine covers the concept of joint logistics with regard to Marine Corps operations, however it fails to provide it the attention necessary in our interdependent joint logistics environment. While the over arching concept of joint logistics and integration is discussed, subordinate publications with more proscriptive processes and procedures are currently absent. Additionally, none of the Marine Corps logistics doctrine or publications
reviewed reflected the significant change in the organization and support relationships of the Marine Logistics Group (MLG) that occurred in 2005, changes in Army logistics support organizations, or lessons learned from the last eight years of combat operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. 19

Army Logistics Doctrine

"Joint interdependence is the purposeful reliance by one Service’s forces on another Service’s capabilities to maximize the complementary and reinforcing effects of both. Army forces operate as part of an interdependent joint force." 20

-FM 3-0 Operations

Army logistics provides tactical, operational, and even some strategic level sustainment to forces. The army is responsible for theater movement, ground sustainment and distribution, therefore understanding joint logistics requires an understanding of army logistics. Army logistics doctrine is primarily guided by FM 3-0 Operations and FM 4-0 Sustainment. Both of these publications speak to army logistics operations in a joint environment, the concept of lead service, Common User Logistics Support (CULS), C2 relationships, and Interservice Support Agreements (ISSA).21 The army provides interservice support in addition to acting as the Lead Service for Common-User Logistics. Interservice support describes action by a military service to provide logistics or administrative support to another service. An example of army interservice support would be the establishment of forward operating base life support logistics through the army’s Logistics Civilian Augmentation Program (LOGCAP). LOGCAP is able to provide food service, water production and storage, ice production, retail fuel, power generation, billeting, waste management, laundry, and Morale Welfare Recreation (MWR).22

The lead service for common-user logistics includes the responsibility for execution of all common-user items or service support for a specific operation or Combatant Command. As a DoD Executive Agent (EA) the army must, "provide defined levels of support for both
operational and administrative missions involving two or more organizations where efficiency or effectiveness gains must be achieved." The Army is currently the EA for programs including the Defense Mortuary Affairs program, Military Postal Service and DoD Detainee program. In the joint operating environment, the army has responsibility for the preponderance of logistics beyond organic Marine logistics capabilities. Therefore, joint logistics for the Marine Corps is primarily concerned with Marine-Army ground logistics integration.

Army logistics is currently undergoing a transformation to become a more streamlined, modular, joint capable force. As the face of warfare has changed, logistics also changed to support the warfighter on the ever changing and more complex battlefield. As the Army transforms its logistics forces and processes, the Marine Corps will need to adjust doctrine to reflect the new organization and structure changes, C2 relationships, and capabilities.

**Joint Logistics Doctrine**

"Joint Logistics is an essential component of joint operations because the Services, by themselves, seldom have sufficient capability to independently support the joint force." JP 4-0

Joint logistics doctrine is located in Joint Publication (JP) 4.0, *Doctrine for Logistic Support of Joint Operations*. The six functions of joint logistics doctrine are supply, maintenance, health service support, transportation services, and general engineering. The Marine Corps uses the same six functions, but the army does not. JP 4-0 designates the roles and responsibilities of the services for joint logistics. Joint logistics requires the coordination, synchronization, and distribution of logistic resources from multiple services or agencies to support the joint force. According to JP 4-0, the army supports other services with theater lines of communication (LOCs), common user logistics (CUL), common user land transportation (CULT), petroleum storage/distribution, theater collection point and evacuation support, port and ocean terminal management, medical logistics, helicopter support, logistics support to Enemy
Prisoners of War (EPWs), airfield repair, joint logistics over the shore (JLOTS), and port engineering operations. The above responsibilities comprise the majority of joint ground logistics transactions. It is impossible to conduct operational or theater level logistics without integrating with army processes. One of the most difficult tenants of joint logistics from JP 4-0, is the ability to achieve unity of effort amongst multiple services with internal responsibilities for logistics, service specific logistics systems, as well as an interdependence for resources. The JP 4-0 states “to achieve unity of effort, joint logisticians must develop a clear understanding of how joint and multinational logistic processes work; know the roles and responsibilities of the providers executing tasks in those processes; build agreement around common measures of performance (process outcomes); and ensure appropriate members of the JLE have visibility into the processes.” None of these requirements are currently developed further in joint doctrine or other publications. Command relationships are designated as supported or supporting. Meeting the requirements of the supported commander requires effective delivery of joint logistics through coordinating and integrating service, agency, and other capabilities. This level of integration requires logisticians able to, “effectively and efficiently plan, execute, control, and assess joint logistic operations.” Joint doctrine assumes a highly proficient and knowledgeable logiscian. Is the Marine Corps creating logisticians with the requisite skills and abilities to execute joint logistics doctrine? The next section examines the training and education opportunities provided to Marine Corps Logisticians.

**Training versus Education**

“What is the difference between training and education? It's the difference between know how and know why.”

–Robert H. Essenhigh
Doctrine dictates broad concepts of operations, organizational structures, and support relationships; however, training and education of personnel is how doctrine becomes executable. Training and education are often lumped together or incorrectly used interchangeably. Personnel are trained in specific skill sets and educated in concepts for later application in planning and decision-making. A 2008 study concerning Marine Corps logistics conducted by Marine Corps Installations & Logistics (I&L) office discovered the “logistics training and educational continuum’s effectiveness is being questioned by senior leaders.”

Marine Corps training and education is the responsibility of Training and Education Command (TECOM). TECOM is split into Training Command (TRNGCMD) and Education Command. The Marine Corps system for education is less rigid, concentrating on understanding concepts determined by the community to be of value. The Marine Corps has a more rigid system for training based on the individual MOS Training and Readiness (T&R) Manuals that outline the task required at each level and the steps to accomplish those tasks. The T&R therefore determines what Marines are trained to do.

**MAGTF Logistics Training and Education Center (MLTEC)**

In 2008, Marine Corps Training and Education Command (TECOM) conducted an analysis of the logistics training and education continuum to determine any gaps where required skills where not covered. The most significant gaps in the Logistics Combat Element (LCE) training and education were Operational logistics decision making, planning LCE C2, establishing Combat Operations Center operations, proficiency in unit training management, joint theater logistics integration, MAGTF and Command Element integration, understanding MAGTF sustainment, and collective LCE training and evaluation. The two gaps relevant to this paper are joint theater logistics integration and understanding MAGTF sustainment. The
result of the TECOM logistics training and education gap analysis was the TECOM directive to establish the MAGTF Logistics Training and Education Center (MLTEC), Marine Corps Logistics Operations Group (MCLOG), and three follow-on logistics training courses.\textsuperscript{36} MLTEC will be comprised of the current Marine Corps Combat Service Support Schools (MCCSSS) with broader authority and responsibilities for the entire logistics training and education continuum (similar to those of the previous Logistics Training and Education Center of Excellence LOGTECOE)).

\textbf{Marine Corps Logistics Training}

"Marine Corps Combat Service Support Schools develops, conducts and evaluates formal training for entry, intermediate and advanced level officer, enlisted and civilian students in Personnel Administration, Ground Supply Support and Distribution, Financial Management and Logistics Operations, as well as Marine Corps Water Survival training; and sustains the professional transformation of Marines in order to prepare graduates for service in the operating forces and supporting establishment."

- MCCSSS Mission Statement

The Marine Corps Combat Service Support Schools (MCCSSS), Camp Johnson North Carolina conducts the majority of logistics training. MCCSSS provides initial and follow-on training for logistics, supply, personnel administration, and financial management as outlined in the Training and Readiness (T&R) Manual. Logistics Operations School provides initial and follow on training for numerous MOSs from maintainers to embarkers. Supply is a function of logistics. Supply School provides initial training for supply administration clerks, warehousemen, and officers, but only follow-on training for ground supply NCOs and SNCOs. Supply officers and enlisted personnel may fill logistics billets because of a personnel shortage. This is especially the case with Supply officers who are considered logisticians even though their training and typical experience are insufficient. According to the current T&R manual for Supply and Logistics Officer MOSs, all training beyond initial MOS training is considered on-the job-
training (OJT). Due to operational commitments and lack of priority to pre-deployment training, OJT MOS training has been woefully insufficient. Currently none of the courses provided by MCCSSS include training in joint logistics, other than a brief hour Supply School provides its officers, NCOs, and SNCO courses on Naval Logistics Integration (NLI). NLI focuses on procedures for Marine logisticians to leverage the Navy’s afloat logistics capabilities and the procedures for Navy units (Riverine units, Beach Masters, EOD, etc...) to receive logistics support from Marine Corps units while ashore. Comprehensive instruction in NLI is provided as part of the pre-deployment work-up for Marine Expeditionary Units.

The Training and Education Command (TECOM) logistics training and education gap analysis should produce significant changes in the new Supply and Logistics T&R manuals to include follow-on training for officers at the formal school instead of OJT. TECOM has directed MCCSSS to create three new courses, the Intermediate MAGTF Logistics Operations Course (IMLOC), the Advanced MAGTF Logistics Operations Course (AMLOC), and the Logistics Operations Chief Course (LOCC). The curriculum for IMLOC is still in the process of development for the March 2011 pilot course. IMLOC targets company grade officers at the tactical level serving as Operations Officers or S-4 Staff officers and “does not go into depth about the joint side of logistics.” The curriculum for AMLOC and LOCC has not been yet been determined.

**Marine Corps Logistics Education**

Until recently, logistics education fell under the School of MAGTF Logistics (SOML) as part of the Marine Corps University. SOML courses included the Tactical Logistics Officer Course (TLOC), the Advance Logistics Officer Course (ALOC), and Marine Corps Logistics Education Course (MCLEP). All of these courses provided logistics education concerning the
tactical, operational and strategic levels of war without any MOS specific training concerning actual processes other than the Marine Corps Planning Process. SOML also interfaced on the Marine Corps' behalf to fill seats in external courses like the Joint Logistics Course, Multinational Logistics Course, and Logistics Technology (LOGTECH) course. TLOC and ALOC were cancelled as a result of the TECOM logistics training and education gap analysis, and SOML has been subsumed under MCCSSS (MLTEC). TLOC and ALOC are to be replaced by IMLOC and AMLOC respectively. Logistics Operations School is still developing these courses, so the impact of replacing TLOC and ALOC remains inconclusive.

Another opportunity for logistics officers to receive follow-on logistics education is while attending resident Professional Military Education (PME) at Expeditionary Warfare School. For two weeks in the fall and another two weeks in the spring, all MOSs are separated to focus on doctrine, planning, and leadership specific to their field during the Occupational Field expansion Course (OPEC). The Combat Service Support (CSS) MOSs attend the same OPEC even though the group ranges from Public Affairs Officers and Comptrollers to Military Police and Engineers. MCCSSS (MLTEC) has taken over the CSS OPEC curriculum and it will now mirror the IMLOC curriculum and therefore not include in depth education in joint logistics. Regardless, on average only 15 logisticians are selected to attend resident EWS a year, so even if the training changes to include joint logistics it does not reach a wide audience.

Naval Logistics Integration Training and Education

The Naval Logistics Integration (NLI) program is not considered joint logistics because the Marine Corps is part of the naval service. However, NLI is very applicable to how two disparate logistics entities can integrate their processes. NLI started as an effort to improve Marine Expeditionary Unit logistics afloat by leveraging Navy capabilities. Now, NLI
coordinates development and maintenance of policies and standards necessary to support interoperability and integration of naval logistics. Marine and Navy personnel developed and agreed to manual that provides standard support relationships and specific procedures as well as contact information if logisticians need additional help. This manual is called the NLI Playbook. The playbook and the additional training provided to the navy Amphibious Readiness Groups (ARG) and Marine Expeditionary Units (MEU) provides the necessary link between doctrine and execution. Additionally, the NLI 2011-2015 Strategic Plan has identified the broadening of logistics training and education opportunities as vital to enhancing naval expeditionary logistics. NLI is successful because it provides a singular focus in doctrine, orders, education and training for naval logistics supported by the top logisticians in each service (OPNAV N4 and DC I&L). NLI provides the user training in the TTPs and a source (NLI Playbook) to facilitate execution.

**Army Logistics Training and Education**

“Our Mission is to enhance the readiness and sustainability of U.S. Forces through training, education, consulting and research in Logistics, Acquisition and Operations Research Systems Analysis.”

-Army Logistics University Mission Statement

The Army has invested a considerable amount of time, money and energy in training and educating their logistics force. The Army Logistics University (ALU) provides over 200 courses in professional military education and key functional training to sustainment leaders through three colleges, the College of Professional and Continuing Education, the Logistics Leader College, and the Technical Logistics College, and a consolidated Logistics Noncommissioned Officer Academy. ALU provides numerous courses for students of various military grades and logistics specialties to include the Joint Logistics Course (JLC). These courses do not provide detailed instruction on Army integration or interoperability with the Marine Corps, but they
discuss operational level Army lead service, interservice, and CUL responsibilities to non-Army units. While some specific Marine MOSs (Food service, Traffic Management Officers, ordnance, etc...) receive army training, most logistics personnel do not unless selected for JLC.

The army’s company grade logisticians attend the Combined Logistics Captain’s Career Course (CLCCC) at ALU to develop the skills necessary to perform as leaders and staff officers in the logistics field. CLCCC concentrates on unit training management, command and control, and decision making for future company commanders and multifunctional staff officers. The course provides excellent networking opportunities for those Marine Officers that attend, but no hard training in the process of Army and Marine Corps Logistics integration. On average only eighteen Marine logistics officers attend CLCCC a year.

Joint Logistics Education

“Our people are our greatest asset. We have an obligation to provide training, education, and career development opportunities that sharpen and challenge each member.”

-Lt Gen Kathleen M. Gainey, J4 Director for Logistics

There is a plethora of joint logistics education available online provided by Defense Acquisition University and Joint Knowledge Online (JKO). These courses include joint, multinational, and NATO logistics courses. The Joint Logistics, Education, Training and Exercise Study (JLETES) determined the majority of action officers filling COCOM joint logistics billets felt themselves insufficiently trained or educated to be successful. In the JLETES results, over half of the joint logisticians surveyed were unaware these joint courses were available or unable to attend do to operational commitments. While these courses are available, their content is currently under review to ensure the information presented corresponds to the improved capability of the joint logistician. The Joint Logistics Course is a resident course provided by the Army Logistics University. The Marine Corps students are supposed to be field
grade officers, senior SNCOs, or civilians (GS12-14) assigned or enroute to a joint billet, with only four quotas per class (ten classes a year).\textsuperscript{54}

**Fixing the Doctrine Gap**

Joint logistics is not directed by a single headquarters, but rather by the procedures and regulations of the individual services. Joint logistics reads well on paper, but in practice, “this loosely formed system relies on informal, personal relationship, command intervention and ad hoc requests resulting in inefficiencies, uncertain schedules, and continual retraining and reestablishment of relationships.”\textsuperscript{55} The joint logistics arena lacks the rules and procedures necessary to provide effective logistics support for operations. Joint Logistics White Paper (JLWP) from 4 June 2010, outlines the concept for future logistics support, but details three issues that must be resolved: insufficiently integrated logistics processes; execution issues; and insufficiently interoperable/integrated C2, logistics management, and financial systems.\textsuperscript{56} The JLWP proposes a solution to current joint logistics issues that centers on a holistic enterprise approach and supporting automated system. Since service logistics doctrine should be nested within the joint logistics framework, the vision of the JLWP could have significant effects on Marine Corps doctrine, training, and education.

Current doctrine provides the basic framework for joint logistics, but where is the how-to manual? The doctrine describes interservice support and lead service logistics, but where does a Marine find out the process to request support, pay for goods and services, and requisition parts? At some point a Marine logisician must interact with the army and exchange information. TTPs are necessary to let that Marine logisician know what information is required, what format to use, who the information goes to, how to track it, and how to pay for it since the service’s multiple logistics systems are not interoperable yet. The Marine Corps Center for Lessons
learned (MCCLLs), and the other service and joint equivalents have dutifully collected and cataloged countless logistics lessons learned from years of operating in Iraq and Afghanistan. These lessons learned should be validated and codified in MCIPs now for later inclusion in MCRP and possibly even MCWPs as applicable. Appropriate doctrine and supporting publications are necessary to formulate more substantive training and education in joint logistics.

Services cannot develop training and education without reference manuals to describe the processes or outline the concepts to be taught. A joint logistics working group should conduct a review to ensure individual service logistics doctrines are nested within the over-arching joint doctrine and no gaps exist between joint logistics doctrine and service logistics doctrine. Joint reference publications should then be developed that further specify the processes outlined in the JP 4-0. The joint reference publications should be supported by service reference manuals and TTPs produced by integrated service working groups. For example, the Army and the Marine Corps would collude on the TTPs for integrated joint ground logistics. Integrated working groups would develop a playbook similar to NLI that details the specifics on connecting to the Army at the tactical and operational levels. An organization currently exists that is capable of forming the necessary working groups and developing joint ground logistics TTPs. The Air Land and Sea Application (ALSA) Center develops multi-service TTPs. The center has representatives from all services and the authority to develop multi-service doctrine.

The Joint Logistics Training and Education Gap

JP 4-0 acknowledges that, “one of the most critical considerations for the development, enhancement and control of joint logistics is the process that trains, educates and develops joint and Service logisticians… However, each is expected to be an expert in their Service or agency’s logistic profession, enabling the JFC to integrate diverse logistical support capabilities for the
Trained and educated logisticians must be supported by standard processes and systems that support visibility and control of joint logistics assets throughout the battlespace. The TECOM logistics training and education gap analysis showed deficiencies in both the content and the availability of training and education for Marine Corps logisticians. No Marine Corps TECOM entity currently covers the training and education continuum gaps of MAGTF readiness and sustainment at the operational and theater levels. One of the many categories found wanting by the analysis concerned instruction in joint, coalition, and interagency integration. The Joint Logistics Course covers joint logistics integration concepts and planning requirements. This course focuses on mainly senior logisticians and only a few Marines attend. While Marine Logisticians are capable operating within the MAGTF, they lack the skills necessary to integrate efficiently with other services and agencies particularly at the operational and theater logistics levels. The 2003 Government Accountability Office (GAO) report on logistics in OIF echoes the above concerns, finding insufficient and ineffective theater distribution capability due to insufficient training. The problem is the lack of standard joint logistics TTPs to facilitate integration compound by multiple non-interoperable logistics systems. The Marine Corps logistician interfaces with his Army counter-part almost daily in OEF using adhoc procedures that have been refined by seven years supporting units in a joint environment. In order to function effectively in the joint arena the MAGTF logistician needs to understand army logistics and the process to leverage it as well as other joint logistics processes.

The Marine Corps trains logisticians to understand the basics of Marine logistics capabilities and processes then sends them out into a joint logistics environment. Marine Corps logisticians receive not only inadequate training and education, but receive it too late in their career. The current logistics T&R manual does not adequately describe the tasks required on
Marine Corps logisticians in a joint environment. Joint logistics is no longer reserved for theater level activities, conducted by high ranking and experienced officers. "Joint logistics planners should recognize the synergies involved in Army and Marine Corps operations and should work to streamline combat service support." Joint logistics starts at the tactical level, because Army and Marine Corps units are most often side-by-side in a joint fight that requires interservice logistics support at the tactical level in order to operate effectively in a distributed environment. There are educational courses on joint logistics, but not enough logisticians receiving the knowledge. Training in joint logistics is non-existant, because training requires established TTPs to learn.

**Improving Training and Education in Joint Logistics**

Professional development requires training, education, and experience. The goal for the Marine Corps Logistics Training and Education continuum should be to develop not only a competent Marine logistician, but also a joint logistician. The joint logistics community needs to tailor joint training and education for initial, advanced, and life-long learning within the logistics training and education continuum. The Joint Logistics Education, Training, and Experimentation Transformation (JLETT) Working Group was formed in order to determine actions or requirements necessary to improve Joint (Interagency and Multinational) logistics education and training. The JLETT-WG recommendations include developing a Joint Logistics Advanced Knowledge Management System, better advertisement of currently available courses, coding billets to show necessary training and education courses. These recommendations are good, but the Marine Corps should revise the current logistics training and education continuum to leverage existing joint education opportunities as well as create new opportunities.
MLTEC should review the skill requirements for Marine Corps logisticians in order for the right person (billet/rank) to receive the right training/education at the right time. The career path of a Marine Corps logisticians is not well defined nor are there standards for knowledge and skills by billet or grade (after initial MOS training). This places even more importance on a training and education continuum to compensate for lack of experience due to divergent career paths. Marine logisticians need follow-on training after initial MOS training. Advanced courses such as IMLOC and AMLOC may fill this gap, but Joint Mobile Training Teams (JMTTs) could provide additional training prior to deployments similar to the NLI example. MLTEC should leverage the robust ALU online capability to cover the existing gap in Marine Corps training concerning Army logistics processes. The Joint Knowledge Online (JKO) capability should be enhanced to provide training in joint logistics TTPs. The Marine Corps should incorporate the current joint logistics training (resident and distance learning) in to the MOS roadmap for logisticians. MOS roadmaps provide an example of average billet progression with the corresponding training and education opportunities.

**Logistics Training and Education Roadmaps**

Each group of MOSs has a roadmap that recommends billets, PME, and training by grade. Currently, TECOM only requires roadmaps for enlisted MOSs and not for Logistics or Supply Officers. The current MOS roadmaps for enlisted logisticians are inadequate. Current enlisted logistics MOS roadmaps provide only guidance (no required courses other than PME) and do not include the full range of logistics education available outside of the Marine Corps. There is a difference between the expectation of Marine Corps Logistics Officers, what they have been taught in school, and what they have experienced in their careers. Officers from other MOSs with standard career tracks and advanced training after initial MOS school assume a level
of knowledge and experience similar to their own, but this assumption does not work with logistics officers. Unlike MOSs with a standard career track, a logistician’s experience can be anywhere from motor transportation to embarkation or neither. A logistician’s performance is dependent on three factors, the person, their experience, and their training. Personalities and experiences vary widely, but knowledge is something that training and education can address. Logistics roadmaps should outline how to develop a professional logistician from entry level training in the MOS throughout the remainder of their career. There is an expectation of competence that comes with each promotion. Roadmaps need to include additional applicable training opportunities both resident and distance learning at all ranks. Additionally, joint logistics criteria must be included in the roadmaps in order to highlight the training and education opportunities and expectations at each rank.

The Marine Corps Logistics Training and Education Center must drive the logistics training and education continuum in order to develop the right training and education for the right people, at the right time. LtCol Kevin M. Barth, former LOGTECOE, wrote in 2007, “The MCCSSS Logistics Training and Education Center of Excellence (LOGTECOE) will work towards providing each Marine with a more holistic T&E continuum, taking into account developments across the DOTMLPF spectrum that will ultimately produce timely, responsive, and current instruction.” The necessary resources and authority were not provided to the Logistics Training and Education Center of Excellence (LOGTECOE) in order to accomplish its mandate. MLTEC has inherited the LOGTECOE responsibilities. Herculean efforts are required to resolve Marine logistics training deficiencies and prepare Marine logisticians for the integrated, interoperable, interservice logistics environment. Only time will tell if MLTEC can produce the holistic logistics training and education continuum Marine Corps logisticians need.
Conclusion

In a recent article, LtCol James C. Bates, currently working at U.S. Joint Forces Command, expressed the need for Army Logisticians to understand the logistics methods and structures of the other services. In an *Army Logistician* article, LtCol James Bates wrote, “the Department of Defense and the armed services must transform into an ever more efficient military force through the use of advanced joint doctrine and warfare, those logisticians who understand the implications and potential for interservice logistics planning and operations will be in a better position to have a positive influence on future combat service support. Soldiers must know all about their comrades in arms in the Marine Corps.”65 This advice applies to Marine Corps logisticians as well. The future consists of joint task forces that require joint focus and joint logistics support. In order to achieve the appropriate joint focus, “as with any organization legitimately grounded in doctrine, will come a need for jointly focused and jointly trained logisticians who have hopefully been developed with a joint logistics perspective.”66

Doctrine supports the integrated, joint, interdependent concept for logistics support, but now TTPs need to be codified into a workable reference and then into training. There are numerous logistics training and educational opportunities available, but without an institutionalized focus on developing capable joint logistics personnel, the right training and education is not provided to the right people at the right time. Not only is there a gap between the skills required of a Marine Logistician and available joint training and education, but the gap is exacerbated by a lack of focus and prioritization by the institution. Currently, “the Marine Corps has placed the preponderance of the responsibility on the operating forces and individual Marines rather than institutionally driving the T&E continuum.”67 MLTEC is with rectifying the current gaps in the
Marine Corps logistics joint training and education continuum, but only time will tell if it can create a joint logistics capable Marine logistician.

The current gap in a Marine Corps logistician’s ability to function effectively in a joint logistics environment is the result of insufficient manuals, training, and education. Reference manuals (joint and service) should be created that codify the current integrated logistics processes. Training should be developed to provide the joint logistics knowledge and skills necessary at all levels. Logistics education must include more joint concepts. Joint logistics procedures should be codified in doctrine and supporting publications. The combination of doctrine, reference manuals, and TTPs should provide the framework to develop the training and education necessary to create effective joint logisticians. Existing Marine Corps courses should inculcate joint logistics training and education as well as developing new courses to a broader audience. Most importantly, the institution should place an emphasis on the professional development of not just a Marine logistician, but a joint logistician.
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